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Abstract. Systematic laser desorption/ionization (LDI) experiments of fullerene-C60

on a wide range of target plate materials were conducted to gain insight into the initial
ion formation in matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrom-
etry. The positive and negative ion signal intensities of precursor, fragment, and
cluster ions were monitored, varying both the laser fluence (0–3.53 Jcm−2) and the
ion extraction delay time (0–950 ns). The resulting species-specific ion signal inten-
sities are an indication for the ionization mechanisms that contribute to LDI and the
time frames in which they operate, providing insight in the (MA)LDI primary ionization.
An increasing electrical resistivity of the target plate material increases the fullerene-
C60 precursor and fragment anion signal intensity. Inconel 625 and Ti90/Al6/V4, both

highly electrically resistive, provide the highest anion signal intensities, exceeding the cation signal intensity by a
factor ~1.4 for the latter. We present a mechanism based on transient electrical field strength reduction to explain
this trend. Fullerene-C60 cluster anion formation is negligible, which could be due to the high extraction potential.
Cluster cations, however, are readily formed, although for high laser fluences, the preferred channel is formation
of precursor and fragment cations. Ion signal intensity depends greatly on the choice of substrate material, and
careful substrate selection could, therefore, allow for more sensitive (MA)LDI measurements.
Keywords:C60, Electrical conductivity, Electrical resistivity, Electrospray deposition, Fullerene, Ionization
mechanism, LDI, MALDI, Thermal conductivity
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Introduction

One of the main questions that remain to be solved for
MALDI, a well-established soft-ionization analytical

technique developed in the mid-1980s [1, 2], concerns
the origin of the charge: how does the charge separation
come about and how is it maintained? Does the charge
originate from the matrix or the substrate? How is the
ion yield limited by initial charge separation efficiency
and/or the subsequent neutralization? Are only the ana-
lyte and matrix molecules involved in these processes or
does the surface underneath also play a role and, if so, is
it purely a thermal role or do electrical effects contribute?

Some consensus has been reached in the form of a
two-step framework, where the first step comprises the
initial charge separation, followed by the second charge
transfer step, occurring during the MALDI plume

development [3, 4]. For this initial charge separation,
the following theories and models have been developed:

1. (Multi-) photon ionization [5]:

M →
nð Þhν

Mð Þ•þ þ e− ð1Þ

where the photon absorption depends on the photoioni-
zation cross section. If the laser wavelength happens to
be in resonance with an excited state of the molecule,
absorption of a second photon then ionizes the molecule,
via 1 + 1 resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI) [6].

2. (Photo-) thermal ionization [7, 8]:

M ���→nð Þhν=Δð Þ
Mð Þ•þ þ e− ð2Þ

where, following photo-excitation, thermionic emission by
vibronic coupling is proposed as the primary ionization route.
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3. Energy pooling [9, 10]:

M þM →
nð Þhν

M* þM* →
Δ; pooling

M þ Mð Þ•þ þ e− ð3Þ

4. Charge (electron or proton) disproportionation [11] ioniza-
tion (e.g., pseudo proton transfer due to energy transfer
induced disproportionation [12], or excited state proton
transfer [13]), leading to equal amounts of oppositely
charged ions.

5. Cluster-based ‘lucky survivor’ model [14, 15], where
preformed ions are liberated and unevenly divided over
clusters, giving them a charge. Clusters decompose and ions
that are not neutralized can be detected.

6. Polar fluid model [16], where a vaporizing matrix forms a
dense polar fluid, which enables ion pair separation.

7. Substrate photoelectron production [17], where an electron
is liberated from the substrate by a photon exceeding the
substrate’s work function (φ):

Metal½ � →nð Þhν
Metal½ �•þ þ e− ð4Þ

Kmax ¼ hf −φ ð5Þ

This electron has a maximum kinetic energy (Kmax) of the
photon energy (hf) minus the substrate’s work function (φ); φ
depends on the substrate material’s surface structure and is,
therefore, influenced directly by localized temperature chang-
es, surface defects, and sample coverage [18], which make it a
difficult parameter to assess for (MA)LDI experiments.

While the ionization energy (IE) determines how much
energy is required to separate an electron from a neutral species
to become a cation, the electron affinity (χ) plays the key role in
anion formation, determining the amount of energy required or
released upon ionization:

M þ e−→ Mð Þ•− ð6Þ

Our work focuses on the initial charge generation step and
systematically investigates the charge separation efficiency in
relation to the target plate material’s conductive properties by
stepwise varying both the laser fluence and the extraction delay
time for positive and negative polarity.

The extraction delay timewas originally developed to gain a
higher resolution [19, 20] since it compensates for the kinetic
energy distribution among the species present in the MALDI
plume, generated by the laser pulse. Here, however, the extrac-
tion delay was employed to extract all ion species present in the
plume after a certain time to verify their presence during the
various plume development stages. As long as neutralization
rates are sufficiently low, any delayed ionization processes

within the investigated time interval should thus become
apparent.

Important for the outcome of a (MA)LDI experiment are the
chosen laser parameters (here: nitrogen laser; λ=337 nm; pho-
ton energy: 3.67 eV) and the fluence applied. The laser fluence
determines whether and how much material is desorbed or
ablated (surface versus volumemodels) [21]. To take this effect
into account, the laser fluence was varied in a stepwise fashion
from 0 to the maximum operating fluence (3.53 Jcm−2) for each
extraction delay time used.

Although LDI cannot be fully compared with MALDI
because of the absence of a matrix, it can provide some insight
into the initial step, where the matrix absorbs the laser light and
becomes charged. To enable easy integration of the acquired
spectra, necessary for determining ion signal intensities for
each substrate material tested, fullerene-C60 was chosen as a
model.

Besides having been studied as analytes with MALDI-MS,
fullerenes have also been applied as MALDI matrices them-
selves, since their extended conjugated π–system enables them
to absorb the incoming UV-photons. For the non-fluorescent
fullerene-C60 the photon energy would then be converted into
thermal energy via ultrafast non-radiative relaxation, resulting
in the abrupt overheating of the matrix crystal [16, 22]. The
easily identifiable fragmentation pattern, namely the sequential
loss of C2 units [23], and its ability to form clusters, make
fullerene-C60 the ideal candidate for quantification.
Additionally, the absence of protons reduces the number of
primary ionization pathways. The IE has been calculated and
experimentally found to be 7.6 eV [24–28], whereas χ is in the
range of 2.6–2.8 eV [29–31]. Fullerene-C60 is thought to be
able to store large amounts of energy through rapid conversion
of electronic excitation to vibrational excitation because of its
many degrees of freedom, thereby enabling delayed ionization
processes [32]. Fullerene-C60 was also found to be an effective
electron scavenger over a remarkably broad energy range up to
ca. 14 eV [33], enabling anion formation.

Experimental
Materials

MALDI target plate inset materials were either purchased at
Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd. (Huntingdon, United Kingdom):
Ti90/Al6/V4, thickness 1.0 mm; Iron/Nickel, Fe52/Ni48,
thickness 0.75 mm; Invar, Fe64/Ni36, thickness 1.0 mm;
Cobalt/Chromium/Tungsten/Nickel/Iron/Manganese,
Co50/Cr20/W15/Ni10/Fe3/Mn2, thickness 0.25 mm, Inconel
625, Ni61/Cr22/Mo9/Fe5, thickness 0.3 mm; vitreous carbon,
thickness 1.0 mm; Waspaloy thickness 1.0 mm, or acquired
from the ETH Zürich physics shop (copper, brass, phosphor
bronze, anticorodal-110, peraluman-101, stainless steel 1.4301,
each thickness 1.0 mm; beryllium copper, thickness 0.8 mm).
Height differences were compensated with a copper support to
ensure a total substrate inset height of 1.0 mm (±0.01 mm) to
prevent artifacts arising from higher or lower extraction field
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strengths. All insets were cut to a size of 50×50 mm. An
overview of their respective average conductive properties is
shown in Table 1, revealing the exponential decay of resistivity
with increasing thermal conductivity.

Elsterglanz polish (Ahrenshof GmbH, Zwachau bei
Leipzig, Germany) was used to clean the inset surfaces.
Solvents used for the subsequent inset cleaning procedure, n-
hexane (Chromasolv for HPLC; ≥95%) and methanol
(LiChrosolv, Reag. Ph. Eur) were purchased from Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, and Sigma-Aldrich Chemie
GmbH, Steinheim, Germany, respectively. Xylene (≥97.0%),
used to dissolve fullerene-C60 for electrospray deposition, CsI,
used for calibration, and fullerene-C60 (99.5%) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, Germany.
Copper tape (6.0 mm wide, thickness 0.07 mm; Scotch
1181), used to secure the MALDI target plate insets, was
purchased from 3 M GmbH, Rüschlikon, Switzerland. Before
each new sample deposition, the insets were cleaned, which
was done by using Elsterglanz as polishing agent to scrub the
surface extensively. Subsequently, the insets were submerged
in n-hexane and sonicated for 15 min, followed by a second
15 min sonication round in methanol. Insets were left to dry
before being mounted in the deposition setup.

Sample Deposition

In order to ensure reproducible results [34], a custom-made
spray deposition setup was built (see Supporting Information:
Supplementary Figure S1A). A 0.250 μg/mL fullerene-C60

solution in xylene was prepared by 15 min sonication and
was subsequently stored in a brown glass bottle to prevent
contamination and decomposition [35]. This solution was
pumped through an electrospray source (Waters AG, Dättwil,
Switzerland; 3.5 kV; 5 bar pressurized air) at a 2.0 μL/min.
flow rate by a Harvard apparatus syringe pump (type 22),

resulting, after a 1 min spray time, in a deposition of max.
500 ng fullerene-C60 on a surface with roughly a 5 mm diam-
eter, which was reduced to a ø 3 mm sample spot surface by
means of Teflon masks. This and an automated Thorlabs 3D
stage enabled the reproducible application of 100 spots in a
10×10 array for each substrate inset.

Mass Spectrometry

By milling a 102.2 × 51.2 × 1 mm structure out of commer-
cial MALDI target plates, inserting two insets (ca.
50 × 50 mm), and securing them with conductive copper
tape, several different substrate materials could be tested,
as shown in Supplementary Figure S1B. The milled out
structure was made a bit larger as required to compensate
for irregularities in inset dimensions. The copper tape
served a second purpose by covering the trenches in be-
tween insets and the MALDI target plate, thereby ensuring a
proper electric field distribution.

Measurements were taken on an Autoflex I MALDI-Time-
of-Flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonik, Bremen,
Germany; Compass for flexSeries 1.3 software suite; nitrogen
laser MNL 100, Lasertechnik Berlin: λ: 337 nm, typical pulse
width: 3 ns FWHM) at a wavelength at which fullerene-C60

absorbs well [36]. The instrument allows for increasing the
laser fluence as well as the extraction delay time gradually in
a semi-automated fashion and for measuring in linear and
reflectron mode as well as with either a positive or a negative
polarity. All measurements reported here were recorded in the
reflectron mode.

Experiments on the Autoflex were carried out with the
flexControl software (ver. 3.3; build 108). The applied poten-
tial differences, depending on the polarity chosen, were
±20.00 kV on the MALDI target plate, ±17.30 kV on the
extraction plate, ±8.50 kV on the lens, and ±20.00 kV on the
reflector; the multichannel plate reflector detector was set at
1.40 kV. The laser power was varied from 0 to 3.52 Jcm−2 with
10% increments, and the extraction delay time was varied with
50 ns increments from 0 to 950 ns. Spectra were recorded over
a m/z 100–2500 range in order to include most fullerene-C60

fragments, the C60-molecular ion, and charged clusters com-
posed of either two or three fullerene-C60 (fragment) ions.
Since fullerene-C60 fragmentation occurs almost instantly upon
increasing the laser fluence, them/z 365–730 range was chosen
in order to include all singly charged fragments of the precursor
peak (m/z 720) and the precursor peak itself to calculate the ion
signal intensity for inter-material comparison.

The MALDI target plate was positioned according to three
milled out reference points. Each sample spot was measured in
a 5×5 array (see Supplementary Figure S1B), where each
array spot was 150 μm from the next spot in order to
avoid overlap of the ø 55 μm laser beam spot. Each array spot
was irradiated 10 times at a 50 Hz repetition rate to ensure that
no fullerene-C60 was left for the highest applied laser fluence.
The 250 resulting spectra were averaged by the flexControl
software and exported to flexAnalysis.

Table 1. Resistivity and Thermal Conductivity at Room Temperature of the
Substrate Materials used as LDI Target Plate Insets

Material Resistivity (μΩcm) Thermal conductivity
(Wm−1K−1)

Copper 1.69 401
Anticorodal-110 3.6 187
Peraluman-101 4.1 135
Brass 6.4 125
Beryllium copper 8.4 90
Phosphor bronze 13.5 63
Fe52/Ni48 49 16.7
Stainless steel 1.4301 72 16.2
Invar 80 13
Co50/Cr20/W15/Ni10/Fe3/Mn2 88.6 9.4
Waspaloy 125 10.7
Inconel 625 129 9.8
Ti90/Al6/V4 168 5.8
Glassy carbon 400 6.3

Values (taken from material property information provided by Goodfellow
GmbH, Germany) are displayed as averages, since conductivity properties
may vary from batch to batch. Note that the resistivity decays exponentially
with increasing thermal conductivity
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Data Processing

The raw data were converted to .txt-files in flexAnalysis (ver.
3.3; build 80). These were subsequently processed by
MATLAB-scripts, which integrated the spectra over the m/z
regions of interest (m/z 365–730 and 1040–2170), and three of
these experiments were averaged to yield a 3D-plot of both the
ion signal intensity for these specific m/z ranges versus extrac-
tion delay time and laser fluence, as well as a standard deviation
plot, where the standard deviation was expressed as the per-
centage of the mean value. The m/z 365–730 range comprises
the fullerene-C60 precursor peak, as well as its fragments up to
half the molecule’s size, and the m/z 1040–2170 range was
chosen to monitor the cluster ions formed, together enabling
establishing which species are preferably formed for the chosen
laser fluence and the extent of their neutralization during plume
development. Owing to the tailing of the precursor peak at m/z
730 (caused by delayed ionization [37]), the lower limit of m/z
1040, just below 1.5× the molecular weight of fullerene-C60,
was chosen. The upper limit of m/z 2170 was chosen to be just
above three times fullerene-C60’s molecular weight.

Results
The resulting fullerene-C60 layers were analyzed by deposition
on a microscopy cover slip. Light microscopy and subsequent
surface profiling of this cover slip, Figure 1a and b, respective-
ly, revealed the formation of fullerene-C60 nano-crystallites of
several 100 nm in height with similar morphologies as previ-
ously reported [38].

To assess the impact of the laser shots on the crystallites via
light microscopy, the experiment was carried out once on a
glass microscopy slide, which was coated with indium tin
oxide, as an optically transparent conductive layer, required
for application of the ±20 kV potential. The effect of the laser
pulses can be seen in Figure 1c. The laser partly destroys the (at
337 nm slightly absorbing [39]) indium tin oxide layer at the
highest applied laser fluence (dark ellipsoid spot). Fullerene-
C60 LDI experiments generally resulted in mass spectra as
indicated in Figure 3d, which were used for relative ion signal
intensity determination for the indicated m/z ranges. The spec-
tral patterns did not show any significant m/z shifts when the
extraction delay time was varied; only the resolution was
somewhat affected.

For the highest four laser fluence values, destruction of the
glassy carbon was observed. Care should also be taken when
interpreting the results for the aluminum alloys for high laser
fluence because the aluminum lit up upon laser irradiation,
indicating that either the oxide layer was removed or that the
surface started tomelt. Since melting would also fundamentally
change the material’s work function [40], the data on aluminum
alloys (anticorodal-110, peraluman-101, and Waspaloy), as
well as glassy carbon, have been left out of the final analysis.
Despite the observed substrate material destruction, no metal-
fullerene-C60 adducts were observed: no mass shifts or metal
cation-specific isotopic patterns could be identified. All

substrate material-specific ion signal intensity data, including
standard deviation plots, are given in Supplementary Figure S2
and Supplementary Figure S3, respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 2 and in Supplementary Figure S2,
the precursor and fragment cation signal intensity increases
with increasing laser fluence. A clear ionization fluence thresh-
old was not observed since for the entire covered laser fluence
range, fullerene-C60 ionization was observed. The steep signal
intensity increases could be an indication for the transition from
surface desorption to volume ablation. The same observations
were made for the cluster cation species.

When the laser fluence is increased even further, the cluster
cation signal intensity decreases or does not further increase,
and an increase in precursor and fragment cations is observed.
This was observed for all materials tested, as displayed in
Supplementary Figures S2 and S4, where the ion signal inten-
sities during the first 200 ns for two different laser fluence
values, 1.96 and 3.53 Jcm−2, were averaged for both the pre-
cursor and fragment, as well as the cluster ions. This time
interval was chosen because the highest precursor and fragment
ion signal intensities were always observed for extraction delay
times between 0 and ca. 200 ns at the highest measured laser
fluence (3.53 Jcm−2). Comparing both laser fluence values, it
becomes apparent that when the laser fluence is increased the
precursor and fragment cation signal intensity increases at the
cost of the cluster cation signal intensity, which does not
increase proportionally, or even declines. Cluster anions are
hardly, if at all, formed and the precursor and fragment anion
signal intensity increases for increasing laser fluence as well.

The averaged data points for the highest laser fluence from
Supplementary Figure S4 were also used for further analyzing
the influence of the substrate’s conductive properties, as
displayed in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, a trend between electrical resistivity and anion
signal intensity becomes apparent: precursor and fragment
anion signal intensities increase monotonically with the sub-
strate material resistivity. The same effect is observed compar-
ing the thermal conductivity (not shown): when the thermal
conductivity is reduced, the signal intensity increases exponen-
tially, which can be attributed to the fact that electrical and
thermal conductivity are related (see Table 1). The presence of
cluster cations obscures any resistivity dependence for the
precursor and fragment cations.

Discussion
Cluster Ion Formation and Stability

During LDI experiments, stable fullerene clusters, probably
coalesced fullerene products, are formed [41], which through
electron loss or attachment appear as cluster ions. Cationic
coalesced fullerene products do not easily dissociate, as was
shown for C118

+ through surface collision experiments with
energies up to 200 eV [41]. Multiple collisions with xenon
atoms at a translational energy of 800 eV do not induce their
dissociation either [37]. The survival probability of the anionic
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clusters decreases with an increase in temperature [42], but
increases for higher fullerene anions [33, 43, 44].

Ionization Reactions

Upon laser firing, the following ionization reaction could
occur,

C60 ���→nð Þhνð Þ=ΔC60
•þ þ e− ð7Þ

the underlying principle being either multiphoton ioniza-
tion [45] (requiring three 337 nm photons) or (photo-
)thermal ionization to overcome the IE of 7.6 eV. This
reaction equally applies to the coalesced products formed
under the LDI conditions. Maximum photoabsorption
cross-section values for fullerene-C60 of 0.12–0.14 nm2

have been reported for photon energies between 20 and
25 eV [46]. The photoionization cross section for fuller-
ene-C60 at a photon energy of 26 eV was reported to be
close to 0.05 nm2 [47]. When the photon energy exceeds
a certain threshold (40.8 eV [28]; 47 eV [47]) the for-
mation of fullerene-C60 fragment cations should be taken
into account.

When reaction 7 occurs, an electron is generated, which can
subsequently become attached to a fullerene-C60 molecule to
form an anion:

C60 þ e− ���→nð Þhνð Þ=ΔC60
•− ð8Þ

Besides electrons originating from cation production, those
that might be liberated from the metal substrate could poten-
tially add to the fullerene-C60 anion formation as well. The
same electron attachment could, in principle, account for the
formation of cluster anions.

In the region from 1 to 6 eV, the electron attachment cross
section was reported to be 0.36±0.03 nm2 [48]. Much higher
electron attachment cross sections were reported for lower
energy electrons and higher molecular temperatures [42, 49].
It has been proposed that low energy electrons become
temporarily bound in a region of attractive potential,
surrounded by a repulsive potential barrier, a so-called
shape resonance, followed by electronic-to-vibrational
energy conversion or even photon emission leading to a
more stable and relaxed anion configuration. Resonance
structures at 0.2, 1.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 8 eV were attributed
to electron attachment into higher fullerene-C60 electronic
states [50]. Several research groups have reported on
electron capture threshold values close to zero energy
[44, 49, 51]. The outcome of ab initio calculations stress
the importance of angular correlation in binding an ex-
cess electron, which makes fullerene-C60 special com-
pared with molecular anions with a comparable electron
affinity [52].

Looking at the aforementioned cross sections for pho-
toionization, leading to cation formation, and for anion
generating electron attachment, one would expect the

Figure 1. (a) Magnification of fullerene-C60 electrosprayed on
a microscopy cover slip. Fullerene-C60 tends to aggregate into
small crystallites on the glass slide. Similar patterns were ob-
served for metal substrates. The white circles indicate the ab-
lation array. (b) Surface profile of fullerene-C60 on a glass slide
surface taken from left to right, recorded with a Tencor P-11
Surface Profiler. Fullerene-C60 crystallites are clearly discern-
able. (c) The destroyed indium tin oxide layer (1) and the re-
maining fullerene-C60 crystallites (2) after laser desorption/ion-
ization. The irradiated area has been indicated with a white
dotted line. (d) Typical fullerene-C60 mass spectrum in positive
reflectron mode (m/z 100–2500), with the two analyzed regions
365–730 (I; red box) andm/z 1040–2170 (II; blue box), denoting
the precursor and fragment cations and cluster cations, respec-
tively. Ion signal integration for the specified m/z ranges for
each applied laser fluence and extraction delay time, gave rise
to substratematerial-specific and polarity-dependent ion signal
intensity plots, such as the interpolated heat maps shown in
Figure 2 for Ti90/Al6/V4
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number of anions to exceed those of the cations if
electrons were plentiful and not generated via fullerene-
C60 photoionization. Bimolecular reactions, such as anion
formation by means of electron attachment, are statisti-
cally less likely to occur than unimolecular reactions,
such as cation formation by electron detachment, and in
this case the bimolecular anion formation is limited by
the electron production via fullerene-C60 photoionization,
unless additional electrons are liberated from the sub-
strate’s surface.

Neutralization Reactions

Following ionization, subsequent neutralization can occur. In
case of cationic species (bimolecular) cation neutralization
reactions, aided by Coulombic attraction, could reduce the
cation signal intensities:

C60
•þ þ e−→C60 ð9Þ

C60f g•nþ þ e−→ C60f gn ð10Þ
Anionic species, on the other hand, could get neutralized via

(unimolecular) electron autodetachment (EAD) [53], occurring
at 6.5 eV and above [51]:

C60
•−→C60 þ e− ð11Þ

Figure 2. Positive and negative ion signal intensities (AUC: area under the curve) for fullerene-C60, laser-desorbed from Ti90/Al6/V4
(ρ=168 μΩcm), for both mass ranges (m/z 365–730 and 1040–2170). The data, represented here as a heat map, are the interpolated
data points acquired by varying the extraction delay time from 0 to 950 ns with 50 ns intervals and the laser fluence from 0 to
3.51 Jcm−2 with 10% increasing steps. Note the high precursor and fragment cation and anion signal intensities at the highest
applied laser fluence and during the first 200 ns, most notably the sharp anion peak (a), which exceeds its cationic counterpart (c) by
ca. 140%, as well as the complete absence of cluster anions (b). The cluster cation signal intensity (d) decreases and, simulta-
neously, the precursor and fragment cation increases (c) for the highest applied laser fluences. Cationic species seem to be stable for
at least 1 μs, whereas anion precursor and fragment signal intensity decreases rapidly after 150 ns

Figure 3. The averaged fullerene-C60 precursor and fragment
[m/z 365–730] as well as the cluster ion [m/z 1040–2170] signal
intensities recorded between 0 and 200 ns extraction delay time
at a 3.53 Jcm−2 laser fluence versus the average reported target
plate material electrical resistivity for both polarities. Cluster an-
ions were hardly, if at all, formed, as indicated by the dashed line.
The dotted line indicates the linear trend for precursor and frag-
ment anion signal intensity for increasing substrate resistivity
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Finally, the neutralization of the formed ions could occur
through the encounter of, and charge exchange between, two
oppositely charged fullerene-C60 ions:

C60
•þ þ C60

•−→C60 þ C60 ð12Þ

Cluster Ions Versus Precursor and Fragment Ions

The data (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S2) underline the
stability of the cationic species formed [41]. Cluster anions,
although previously reported [54], were not observed at all,
indicating that their formation is not as likely as that of their
cationic counterparts, and might be dependent on the chosen
experimental settings [51]. As can be deduced from
Figure 2c, d, and Supplementary Figure S4, a laser fluence
exceeding 1.96 Jcm−2 tends to diminish the increase or even
decrease the cluster cation signal intensity, compared with the
precursor and fragment cations. Multiphoton absorption and
the resulting high internal excitation of fullerenes is known to
lead to both fragmentation [28] and delayed ionization [45].
Rapid, increased fragmentation explains the observed simulta-
neous increase in the precursor and fragment cations rather than
delayed cluster cation decomposition during plume develop-
ment. Delayed ionization, due to EAD, explains the fullerene-
C60 precursor peak tailing (Figure 2d), which can extend into
the microsecond timeframe [37, 45]. The EAD formation of
precursor, fragment, and cluster cations obscures any trends
with the target plate material’s conductive properties because
they can be formedwithin a wider timeframe and are, therefore,
not necessarily in the vicinity of the target plate upon
formation.

Influence of the Substrate’s Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity, which is intrinsically linked to the
electrical resistivity and work function through the material
structure, determines the heat build-up rate at the irradiated
substrate surface part: for a high thermal conductivity, the
substrate is expected to heat up less and the ablated sample
material amount to be lower, compared with a substrate with
low thermal conductivity. Ideally, perhaps with a fully trans-
parent and conductive target plate, only fullerene-C60 would be
absorbing the laser light and not the target plate material. Since
discrete crystallites are formed (Figure 1a), the target plate will
always contribute to the absorption and local heat build-up and
no clear separation can be made.

The ablated sample material amount depends on the
laser pulse duration as well [55]. Shorter pulses of equal
intensity should allow for less heat dissipation time, caus-
ing an increased localized heating. Depending on the laser
used, the pulse duration can vary from the nanosecond-
range, typically used for UV-MALDI (0.3–20 ns) [21, 56,
57], to picoseconds or even a few femtoseconds. A report
comparing nanosecond and femtosecond laser data for
fullerene-C60 found the formed anionic species to be

similar, which was ascribed to thermalization in the abla-
tion plasma [58].

The precursor and fragment anion and, to a lesser extent, the
cation signal intensities were found to exponentially increase
with a decreasing thermal conductivity in the very narrow
range of the low thermally conductive materials, which is due
to the relationship with electrical resistivity. Therefore, the
trend was further analyzed with regards to the electrical resis-
tivity, as shown in Figure 3.

Influence of the Substrate’s Electrical Resistivity

When discussing the role of the substrate material’s electrical
resistivity, we should take into account the migration and
neutralization of the oppositely charged species. For a positive
polarity on the target plate, electrons and anionic species are
attracted by the target plate and will be neutralized there,
whereas cations will be propelled to the detector as soon as
the ion extraction potential is applied. For a negative polarity
on the target plate, cationic species will migrate towards the
target plate as soon as ion extraction occurs and will be neu-
tralized, whereas anions and electrons are accelerated towards
the detector. The arising electron deficit or excess at the sub-
strate surface, causing a transient reduction of the extraction
potential, will have to be restored by a current from the power
supply to the target plate in order to guarantee a homogenous
ion-extracting electric field. Here the target plate material’s
resistivity comes into play.

These effects would explain this anion signal intensity
increase for increasing electrical resistivity (Figure 3). The
transiently reduced potential difference between the area of
cation impact on the target plate and the extraction plate will
affect the transport towards the detector of the anionic
species and the electrons present in the plume. This will,
therefore, allow more time for bimolecular reactions to
occur between electrons and neutral molecules, promoting
anion formation, and it will enhance cation neutralization,
while electrons and cationic species are allowed more time
to interact in the plume. This could explain the observations
for Ti90/Al6/V4, where the anion signal intensity exceeded
its cationic counterpart. The target plate resistivity deter-
mines how long it will take to counteract this local electric
field perturbation. This theory is in line with the observation
that for an increased extraction potential, the relative inten-
sity of fullerene-C60’s lower energy peak for electron at-
tachment decreases [51], stressing the importance of the
instrumental settings for anion formation.

Proposed Mechanisms

It is important to note that all the aforementioned ioniza-
tion and neutralization reactions could occur independent
of the measuring polarity. Taking into account the stabil-
ity of the cluster ions, the possible coalescence, ioniza-
tion, and neutralization reactions are summarized in
Figure 4. The extent of cluster formation mainly depends
on the applied laser fluence. Whether all anionic species
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are formed depends on the applied extraction potential
and the target plate material’s resistivity, since together
they determine whether there is enough time for electron
attachment to occur. These factors also determine the rate
of cation neutralization. Unless cations are neutralized,
they have been shown to be stable for the time interval
investigated here. Anion neutralization, through EAD, will
depend on the plume temperature. Since cluster anions
were not observed, no conclusions can be drawn regard-
ing their neutralization but, once formed, they are expect-
ed to be more stable than the precursor and fragment
anions [43, 44]. We interpret signal intensity differences
between polarities to be due to the unimolecular and
bimolecular processes that underlie ion formation and
neutralization, and the way their reaction rates are influ-
enced by a transient reduction of the extraction potential

determined by the substrate material’s electrical
resistivity.

Since no protons are involved in our experimental design,
the number of possible primary ionization pathways is limited.
Together with the observed difference between the positive and
negative cluster ion signal intensities, (multi-) photon ioniza-
tion, (photo-) thermal ionization, and energy pooling could still
apply. These mechanisms would also support the observed
difference between the precursor and fragment ions for oppo-
site polarities. While the work function varies depending on the
crystal lattice, temperature, and phase, the role of substrate
photoelectron production and subsequent attachment to fuller-
ene-C60 is difficult to establish under LDI conditions.
Describing the steady and almost linear anion signal intensity
increase with increasing target plate material resistivity (at
room temperature) in terms of the transient electric field

Figure 4. Schematic overview of the proposed mechanisms for positive (top) and negative (bottom) polarity, where EDt denotes
extraction delay time, M fullerene-C60, and Mn fullerene-C60 clusters. The thick central arrow indicates the formation of coalesced
products. Both M and Mn can react similarly: either electron detachment or attachment occurs, possibly followed by neutralization.
Neutralization reactions involving two oppositely charged fullerene-C60 entities are not shown. All reactions could occur in principle,
but species formation, ion directionality, and detection depend on the polarity, extraction delay time and potential, laser fluence, and
the intrinsic unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. Small solid arrows indicate ionization reactions, whereas dashed arrows
indicate neutralization reactions
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reduction, a more linear relationship is expected than when a
trend had resulted from the lowering of the substrate material’s
work function, which in turn would be expected to affect the
anion signal intensity due to the attachment of additionally
produced photoelectrons to fullerene-C60. The presence of
additional photoelectrons from the target plate would, based
on the high electron attachment cross sections reported for
fullerene-C60, have resulted in an overall higher anion yield.
Hence, the role of photoelectrons is deemed to be of less
importance than that of the substrate material’s resistivity.

Conclusions and Outlook
Our results clearly show that the substrate material has an
important effect on the ion signal intensity, and care should
be taken when comparing results generated with different
substrate materials. Electrical resistivity has a clear influence
on the precursor and fragment anion signal intensity and pos-
sibly on the precursor and fragment cation signal intensity,
although this is obscured by formation of cluster cations and
delayed ionization. In general, the precursor and fragment
cation and anion signal intensity difference becomes smaller
upon using a target plate material with a higher resistivity.

Cluster anions are hardly, if at all, formed, which could be due
to the chosen extraction potential settings and should be investi-
gated in more depth by varying this parameter systematically.
Cluster cations, however, are predominantly formed at interme-
diate laser fluence (ca. 1.96 Jcm−2), but at higher laser fluences
precursor and fragment cations are more readily formed.

Highly electrically resistive target plate materials promote
anion formation, most notably Inconel 625 and Ti90/Al6/V4,
for which the anion signal intensity exceeded the cation signal
intensity by a factor of ~1.4. We interpret this to be due to a
transient electric field reduction (the extent of local field reduc-
tion depending on the substrate material’s resistivity and, there-
fore, its capability to recharge the surface after cation neutraliza-
tion), making electron extraction from the plume less effective
and allowing more electron attachment (and possibly neutraliza-
tion) reactions to occur. In order to verify our results, a dual-TOF
setup could prove beneficial. However, the target plate should be
grounded and the detectors should have equal but oppositely
charged potential differences [59, 60]. Finally, working with
fullerene-C60 has the advantage that proton transfer reactions
are absent. Of course, proton transfer is an important aspect of
the initial charge separation step and this should, therefore, be
investigated in detail with commonly used MALDI matrices.
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